The 2017 ACM-ICPC Indonesia CompFest 9 Multi-Provincial Programming Contest

Location
Universitas Indonesia, Depok, Jawa Barat, Indonesia

Contest Dates
August, 12th 2017

Country
Indonesia

Universities
48

Teams
162

Scoreboard Link
https://compfest.web.id/cpc/scpc2017/

Problemset Link

Top Three Team
- Ainge CP, Institut Teknologi Bandung
- Andi-chan, Bina Nusantara University
- Itu aja, Universitas Indonesia

Summary
The contest was held online at http://cpc-competition.compfest.web.id/ on August 12th, 2017 by CompFest 9, an event held annually by the student of Computer Science faculty in Universitas Indonesia, attended by over 162 teams from 48 different universities.
The contest consists of 10 problems, each having the expected difficulty of either easy, medium, or hard. The participants were given five hours to solve these problems.

The winner of the contest are Ainge WF, who solved all (10) problems at the end of the contests having penalty time of 1122, followed by Andi-chan on the 2nd place and Itu aja on the 3rd place. Ainge WF is from Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB), Andi-chan is from Bina Nusantara University, and Itu aja is from Universitas Indonesia.

It was very exciting to held this event. There are several problems that should be addressed next time, such as wrong sample case and faulty scoreboard. Thankfully, those problems can be resolved quickly this year during contest time. We hope in the next years, we can organize contest with better problem quality and service for the participants. At last, we thanked the ACM ICPC for giving us privilege to held this event. We hope this contest will bring joy to people.